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INTRODUCTORY

Aluzoo's existence is not only about
business value, we also want to contribute
to the poor areas and realize the real
social value, through the model of selling
products, to deeply explore the market
potential of agents in poor areas. In the
future, Aluzoo will open more than 200 city
offices and strive to become a force for
growth in the incremental market.



ABOUT US

The global e-commerce market reached about $180 billion
in 2021 and is expected to reach about $290 billion by 2025,
according to market researcher Statista. This indicates that
the global e-commerce market is growing rapidly.

Asia: 21.8 million users
Europe: 11.9 million users
Americas: 15 million users
Africa: 1 million users

After researching data that showed a relative void in the e-
commerce market back in 2017, Mr. Barrett, the project
initiator and CEO of Aluzoo, spotted the opportunity and
decided to put it into practice.

Europe: 11.9 million usersAsia region: 21.8 million users

Americas: 15 million users Africa region: 1 million users

Aluzoo - the context of the
era in which it was created

Aluzoo Inc. was founded in Washington, D.C., U.S.A. The
official launch of the project took place in September 2017,
with Business Identity No.  605 344 696.The company has 11
different divisions, a total of 600 high-tech talents, and 34
engineers who took 6 months to complete the project.
Besides fun, we can bring you more.



DATA SOURCES

Forrester Research: U.S.-based global
market research organization that provides
clients with insights and recommendations
on technology and market trends.

Gartner: A U.S.-based global information
technology research and consulting firm
that provides advice and analysis on
information technology and market trends.

IDC: A U.S.-based global market research
and consulting firm specializing in market
research and analysis in the information
technology, communications and consumer
technology sectors.

Euromonitor International: UK-based
global market research company
specializing in market research and
analysis of consumer goods and
services.

Nielsen: A U.S.-based global market
research and data analytics firm that
provides clients with information and
insights about consumers and markets.



Aluzoo

No time limit

No location restrictions

High order rewards

Team commission Advanced Business
Models

Huge capital

Excellent team

Powerful Partners

BENEFITS OF ALUZOO

https://aluzoo.net

https://aluzoo.net/


LEGAL OPERATING QUALIFICATIONS

Aluzoo, Inc. was founded in Washington, D.C., U.S.A., with business identification
number 605 344 696. The company has 11 different divisions, a total of 600 high tech
professionals, and 34 engineers who took 7 months to complete the project.

Aluzoo project started preparation in 2017, officially operated in April 2018, and completed the
Series A financing of $30 million in the same month, led by Two Sigma and Weyerhaeuser, our
aim is to create a new model for people to make money easily and provide an income source
for more than 200,000 people during the period of Covid-19.The Series B financing is expected to
be financed Closed in September 2025, led by Sequoia Capital with $230 million from Castle
Investment Group, Inc.



LEGAL NORM

Consumer protection rights and interests

Market supervision

Intellectual Property Protection

Aluzoo is fully compliant with consumer protection laws and regulations,
Aluzoo clearly informs the user about the contents of the order and ensures
the quality and safety of the product.

Many countries have market regulators that oversee the Aluzoo program to
ensure that the program meets safety standards and that vendors comply
with relevant regulations

Orders usually contain a variety of intellectual property items, such as
trademarks, patents, etc., in accordance with the relevant laws and regulations
we regulations, do not infringe on the rights and interests of others

Vendors in Aluzoo sales and publicity must comply with relevant
advertising regulations, never exaggerate the effectiveness and value
of the product, never mislead users

Aluzoo pays taxes such as GST and VAT on time and in accordance with
regulations in the course of its operations

Advertising regulations

Tax Regulations



PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

Globally Recognized Brands
Traffic and sales subsidies

PRODUCT PROMOTION
PLATFORM

In the future, it will become a gathering place
for merchant brands and users from all over
the world, and a large number of prize
distribution centers where all kinds of prizes can
be purchased and sold at high prices through
Aluzoo. Our users will receive traffic revenue
and subsidies from major brands and Aluzoo.

COPYRIGHT SERVICE
PLATFORM

Aluzoo is a business copyright service platform
for the world's high-quality brand
organizations, which is the best platform for
brand organizations to realize traffic cash and
product inventory distribution. Brand
organizations can independently coordinate
prize content with Aluzoo to enjoy traffic and
profit sharing.



PARTNER BRANDS

Gucci

Burberry

Louis Vuitton

Hasbro

Amazon

Walmart

Yahoo



DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

Barrett recognized the future of e-commerce at
the time of its emergence and founded Aluzoo
with the belief that e-commerce would change
the way people shop.

2017 2018-2019
Aluzoo gradually built up a base of users and merchants and
aggressively expanded the range of orders on the platform,
providing users with a wide range of order options and
introducing an intelligent matching system to help users find
the right order for them more easily. This innovation has
increased user profitability and user satisfaction on the
platform.

2020-2022
Aluzoo has experienced rapid growth, expanded into
several countries, won several industry awards, and
begun to implement more social responsibility
programs and actively participate in charitable
activities. In 2022 Aluzoo introduced more online
training and resources to help users improve order
fulfillment efficiency and skill levels. This further
strengthens user revenue and the platform's
competitiveness.

2023
We have reached a new high in this year. The company plans to
introduce more innovative features, such as an intelligent
recommendation system and optimized support options, to meet
the needs of users. At the same time, Aluzoo will continue to
strengthen its social responsibility and sustainable
development, promote economic development in impoverished
areas, and continue to lead the e-commerce sector.



FUTURE PLANNING
Increasing poverty employment across the board

Aluzoo's existence is not only commercial value, we also want to contribute to the
global community and realize the real social value, through the product marketing
model, in-depth exploration of the market potential of agents in poor areas. In the
future, Aluzoo will open more than 200 city offices, striving to become a force in the
incremental market, so that more people can earn a high income in an easy way!

Agent Training Program

We have established 200 city offices and 800 city-level training centers in the
country ball to enhance the agents' promotion ability through online + offline
training, while taking into account the national market expansion. At that time, each
outstanding agent will be given a 30-day free training opportunity, and we have
also prepared a generous gift for the best 10 global agents.

Business Support Program

The support program for agents introduces content marketing, IP promotion
and sales, original content customization, short-video e-commerce, original
advertising and marketing, and other commercialization means to share
market dividends with agents.



CORE VALUE
Innovation Leader: Aluzoo is known for its innovative e-commerce platform
that continues to lead the industry. The company continues to innovate in
technology, user experience and business model to provide a unique online
shopping experience for users and partners.

Global Market Coverage: Aluzoo's global market strategy enables it to cover
markets on a global scale. It not only provides various ordering options for
individual users, but also provides a global platform for merchants to
promote their products and services to the rest of the world, thus achieving
global market coverage.

Win-Win for Users and Merchants: Aluzoo's mission is to connect people,
provide them with a convenient platform to get orders and make
significant profits by fulfilling them. This win-win model helps attract
more users and merchants, building a mutually beneficial e-commerce
ecosystem.

Commitment to Sustainability: Aluzoo cares about sustainability
and has adopted environmentally friendly practices. This makes the
company stand out in the e-commerce space and attracts users
and merchants who care about sustainability.

Diverse products and services: Aluzoo offers a wide range of
products and services in categories ranging from fashion and
electronics to food and beverages, enabling it to meet the needs of a
diverse range of users and further strengthen its position.



THANK YOU

admin@aluzoo.nethttps://aluzoo.net

Thank you for watching.
Join Aluzoo and make every day count!
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